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I've been thinking about this for a long time, and in therory it works. What im wordering if you could make it work instead of a traditional outlet. Here it is, basically there are only coils of wire inside the transformer, on the coil said 240 turns of the coil. Inside this coil is another coil with 240 turns as well. Thus, the voltage inside the first coil will be the same as the second coil. And up
to half a voltiga in the first coil. If you have a fork that was just a cilender with a coil of wire inside and an outlet that had a hole in the wall with a coil inside. I know the hole in the wall with 120 volts running through it sounds scary, but putting a plastic cylinder inside the hole and vurtaly not a shock haze. Sorry for spelling spelling errors don't work. This site is not available in your
country I was in Chicago today for the annual IBTTA Transport Transformation Conference. Robert Atkinson spoke. He is president of the Foundation for Information Technology and Innovation, a political think tank, and author of America's Past and Future Economy: The Long Waves of Innovation That Power Cycles Growth.He spoke about the dramatic impact that significant
investments in IT and Smart Power Grid could have on our country, comparing it to the secondary impact of the interstate highway system in the 60s. When we built the highway system back in the 50s. It's done a lot more than help people get from point A to point B. It's jumped the growth of the auto industry - people have bought more cars. This changed the distribution of
housing in the country as people adjusted their location depending on the highways. This made possible large chain department stores, which collected varieties of offers under one roof, because freight was improved. All these drastic changes were, in fact, built on the system of interstate highways. We would get just as powerful an impact today from the new digital infrastructure.
Japan and Korea are two world leaders in broadband. Today, 85% of Japanese homes have high-speed fiber optics. They have a goal to reach 90% next year, and 100% a year after that. We are behind us. In the U.S., only 15% of physicians have electronic medical records. In Denmark, Finland, Sweden or the Netherlands - 90-95%. When you do that, you transform the entire
health care system. Can you create information networks in real time and answer questions such as how many people have the flu today? What is the effect of this drug that day? We could respond to congestion, pollution, accidents as they occur. Imagine the amount of time saved if you cut your time in congestion in half during the year. corresponding to a spike in performance.
Atkinson went on: The government must ensure the creation of these platforms. Once platforms are built, the private sector can ride them, building a new generation opportunity. You can reach Atkinson in ratkinson@itif.org.- Seth Kahan, VisionaryLeadership.com Andreas Rentz/Getty Images News/Getty Images Transformer feature is to maintain current electricity by transferring
energy between two or more circuits. This is achieved through a process known as electromagnetic induction. The main transformer consists of two windings around the common core. The electromagnetic induction process through which electricity responds to magnetism converts electrical energy from one set of circuits to another. This allows the frequency of electric energy to
remain stable and unchanged. Transformers vary greatly in size and power, and power transformers can weigh hundreds of tons. Transformers are responsible for the modern use and distribution of electrical energy. Our product selections have been verified by editors and approved by experts. We can earn commissions on links on our website. v This content is created and
maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertising - Continue reading below the opinions expressed by the authors of ICN are their own. Spark is the perfect big data tool for data-driven businesses because of its speed, ease of use and
versatility. This will help you quickly understand your data and help you make informed decisions faster. Huawei Technologies, for example, continues to achieve the highest revenue year after year because they allow their data to continuously and consistently transform its business. Its management is constantly changing its business models... IT leaders need to understand the
opportunities that big data presents so that they can overcome different challenges and remain competitive in a growing data-driven economy. Data management is not complex, but its implementation requires expert advice, as well as local knowledge about the company and its features to develop a solution that brings real benefits. The load of more vehicles and the oil industry is
being disrupted ... 4 riders of the automotive industry Apocalypse ... assessing the size of the market ... How to play it ... the automotive and oil industries are among the largest on Earth. They control nations. The value of the assets they are on is trillions of dollars. And these industries are about to turn completely upside down. This is from Matt McCall's latest issue of Investment
Opportunities. Matt's vision of how transport will evolve this decade is amazing. And as consumers and beneficiaries of this transformation, there is cause for excitement. But for many of the big players in the automotive and oil industries, this sea change bears imagine another emotional charge -- concern. This is because not all older players will adapt and survive in this new
world despite their dominance from the past. Back to Matt: (Auto and oil industry) is about to undergo a massive mass that will lead to another historic restructuring of the world economy. During this time of epic changes huge, seemingly dominant companies will quickly go out of business. Long-standing billion-dollar brands will become useless almost overnight. In their place, new
companies sing, which will make their shareholders very rich. If you realize what's about to happen, you could make a huge amount of money in a short time. What he does will be so powerful and fast. In today's digest, let's make sure you understand what's coming, so you can be on the right side of this unstable yet lucrative transformation. As the perfect storm of change is
coming to one of the largest industries on the planet First, for any new Digest readers, Matt is our resident themed investor as well as a technology expert. In his investment opportunities newsletters and early-stage investor, he identifies massive trends that are changing our world and then finds companies best positioned to benefit by making a fortune for their investors. Please
understand, I don't write fortunes hyperbolically. I look at Matt's portfolios, seeing a profit of 239%, 264%, 282%, 316%, 373%, 480%, 496%, 521%, 546% ... (This list of big winners is not exhaustive, and I don't bother including any of the achievements that were below 200%). Back to Matt: Think of the transportation industry as a great dining table that took decades and trillions of
dollars to create. The tablecloth is about to pull out. While this perfect storm is scary for some, I hope you will see it as a huge opportunity. At this point in his room, Matt highlights the 4 riders of the automotive industry Apocalypse. There's a lot to cover in this digest, so I only briefly cover what Matt highlighted as these four harbingers of doom. Destructive changes #1: Reduced
internal combustion engine. Gom, this is a profound shift in the way the automotive industry works. To illustrate, Bloomberg estimates that at least 50% of cars sold by 2040 will be electric. Matt makes no calls for the death of oil at any time in the next decade. But a massive shift toward electric cars, where growth will occur, not in yesterday's combustible vehicle engines.
Devastating changes #2: The growth of travel-sharing services. Instead of going through all the costs and time associated with owning a car, many people - especially the under-40 crowd - would prefer just Uber it to get where they need to go. It's challenging everyone's idea, owning their own car. If we look at the numbers, Matt writes that total U.S. car sales have rebounded
strongly coming out of the Great Recession. But since then, for a couple of spikes, sales pretty much plateau and even trend down. Devastating changes #3: the growth of autonomous vehicles. As you read this, Waymo - owned by Google Parent Alphabet - is successfully testing self-driving taxis in Phoenix, Arizona (and they are not the only ones updating this technology). Matt
tells us that while assessing the autonomous vehicle adoption over the next 20 years is all over the place, it is safe to say that this technology is extremely disruptive to the old transportation industry. Devastating changes #4: The growing importance of technology in cars. In short, the car experience of the future will be dramatically different from the in-car experience of the 1990s.
From entertainment systems to navigation systems and voice control and autonomous driving functions, the role played by high software-driven technology in cars is growing every year. The massive numbers behind this trend, let's now turn from what is behind Mr. To the size of this growth market. Here's Matt to create a framework: Transportation will change more in the next 10
years than it has been in the last 100 years... Thanks to extraordinary advances in technology, an epic trillion-dollar period is coming for the automotive industry. If one of today's giants can not overcome the impending ideal storm of change, they will quickly go out of business. Matt tells us that the Energy Industry Authority (EIA) is calling for the sale of electric vehicles more than
tripled to 6.5 million units by 2024. ARK Investment Management is even more bullish, predicting that 37 million EVs will be sold in 2024 - which will be 79% challenging annual growth rates. Back to Matt: Even if we basically split the difference and EV increase sales to 20 million units in the next few years, this is an easy 10X opportunity for investors. In the U.S. alone, ARK
estimates that nearly 8 million EVs will be sold in 2024. That would be a 16X increase from about 500,000 in 2019. The future of this trend is even more exciting when we factor in autonomous vehicles (AV). Matt believes that owning a car in 10 years will be an option, but one that very few choose. The reason is simple - the economy doesn't make sense given ride-sharing and
autonomous vehicles. Given this, AV markets will enjoy amazing growth. While Intel is putting a $7 trillion figure on the AV market, Matt believes it will be closer to $10 trillion. Back to Matt: To put $10 trillion into perspective, only two countries in the world have economies greater than $5 trillion (U.S. and China). The total GDP of the world is about $90 trillion. This means that the
AV market could be more than 10% of the GDP of every economy on Earth here in 2020. Even if I'm wrong, and Intel is too optimistic, there's no doubt that trillions of dollars from hand to hand in the future of transport. It is not very often that the opportunity is so great and with such a degree of confidence before investors. I don't want to do do The digest is too long, so I'll move on
at this point. But if you want to better understand what's going our way with the EV/AV trend, I urge you to subscribe to Matt's Investment Opportunity newsletter and read the subject. He dives into the security implications, more information about ride-sharing, even flying cars (below photo Matt at the CES convention in Las Vegas, standing in front of a Hyundai/Uber flying car). As
you play there are countless ways to play this megatrend. But for a simple, wide exposure, you can look at iShares self-driving EV and Tech ETF, IRDV. This is 16% more than last year, compared to the 4% increase in GDP. It also offers investors a yield of 1.26%. The top 10 largest holdings include Tesla, Apple, Nvidia, qualcomm, Alphabet and Toyota. But while these are great
names, they may not be the most explosive way to play this transformation of transport. This is because the ETF has 114 holdings. This means that average (or mediocre) returns many can dilute extraordinary returns somewhat. To illustrate, take a look at Nvidia - shares Matt recommended in March 2019 (its subscribers up to 193%). Nvidia is the third largest holding of IDRV and here in 2020 it grew by 88%. But as you saw a minute ago, IDRV itself is only 16%. Given this, if you are looking for explosive growth, an ETF would not be the best way to play it. Instead, you can choose leaders in different sub-sectors that contribute or complement the final EV. For example, think of batteries, ride-sharing companies, or semiconductors used in EV to name a
few. Matt recommends such an election and shovel approach in his Transport 2.0 portfolio in Investment Opportunities (currently has six shares, The bottom line: The changes that come in transport are exciting. With some wise portfolio positioning today, the impact on your portfolio should be just as exciting. and the bigger the change, the greater the benefit. This is exactly what
we are looking at long-term hyper-road investors. Good Evening, Jeff Remsburg Remsburg how to use the transform tool in firealpaca
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